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August 4, 2004
Electronic Bulletin No. 537
Re: CSX Intermodal Opens New Detroit Terminal
CSX Intermodal's new Detroit terminal is opening Thursday, August 5th at 18:30 EDT. The new
terminal is located at 6750 Dix Avenue and is within one mile of CSXI's current terminal
location. Directions to the facility and phone number contacts are detailed below.
The last trains to depart from the old facility will be the Q131-05 with a Thursday evening Gate
Cut Off for loads going to Salem, IL for further interchange to the UP and the Q150-06 which
has a Thursday evening Gate Cut Off for loads going to various destinations via Cleveland, OH
and departs early Friday morning. The first trains to depart from the new facility will be the
Q131-06 on Friday night and the Q151-07 with a Friday night Gate Cut Off and an early
Saturday departure.
Inbound to Detroit, the first two trains due to arrive are the Q132-06 on Saturday, August 7th
and the Q151-07 on Sunday, August 8th. Units that arrive prior to those trains and are
grounded at the old facility will continue to be made available at that facility until further notice.
CSXI does not plan to transfer units that have already unloaded and notified to the new facility.
CSXI will operate gates at both terminals for some period of time.
Features of the new facility are:
Improved lighting
6 access gates (versus 2 at the current facility)
Gate talkback system
3 processing tracks with a total of 8,200' of track space which will allow trains to proceed
directly to processing tracks upon arrival
Container stacking capabilities adjacent to the processing pad which will allow for a more
efficient live lift operation
Terminal Directions and Information:
Address:
CSX Intermodal, Inc.
6750 Dix Avenue
Detroit, MI 48209
Phone: 313-842-3073
Fax: 313-842-3155
Directions from the existing terminal: Turn right (south) onto Livernois Avenue and proceed to
the first light, turn right on Vernor Avenue. Proceed on Vernor to the intersection of Vernor and
Dix Avenue. At the intersection, turn right directly into the new facility.

